Release Notes 3.4
Asdeq Labs is pleased to announce the availability of AsdeqDocs 3.4.
Version 3.4 is a maintenance release that is a recommended upgrade for all customers running version 3.3 or earlier as it contains bug fixes
and performance improvements.
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App Store

Installing AsdeqServer

3.4.1 - bug fixes and addition of index rebuild
and safemode functionality
3.4.2 - bug fixes and tested against iOS 8.1
3.4.3 - Improvements in contextual search
3.4.4 - Improvements to rendering large Word
documents

3.4.169 - Fileshare scanning fixes
3.4.182 - Performance improvements in
Fileshare and SharePoint scanning
3.4.231 - Bug fixes and performance
improvements for SharePoint & TRIM and
other performance fixes
3.4.249 - Performance improvements for
Active Directory login, and syncing with a
large number of files

3.4.5 - Bug fixes
3.4.6 - Fixes a problem showing popovers in
annotations, and obscuring the bottom of PDF
table of contents

3.4.251 - SharePoint Online stability
improvements

Please note that AsdeqDocs Server and AsdeqDocs clients can be updated independently of each other.

What's New in AsdeqDocs 3.4
Support for iOS 8

iOS 8 was a significant iOS release that contained many operating system level changes. AsdeqDocs 3.4 has
been adapted and tested for iOS 8.

SharePoint Online Source Location

AsdeqDocs Server now supports adding Office365 SharePoint Online sites as source locations.

HP RecordsManager 8 Source Location

AsdeqDocs Server can now connect and sync with HP Records Manager 8 source locations

Advanced Settings Screen

The iOS version of AsdeqDocs contains a new Advanced Settings screen that allows you to perform an index rebuild, and enter or exit "Safe Mode"
The application will now automatically rebuild the index in the event of index corruption, and enter Safe Mode if a crash occurs during a sync.

Other Changes
Significant improvements in sync and scanning performance. There are several new settings that allow for performance tuning - talk to
AsdeqLabs support.
Improvement of SharePoint scanning and upload code. Version 3.4 is a recommended update for all SharePoint users.
Large performance improvements scanning TRIM and Records Manager source locations. Note that updating to AsdeqDocs Server 3.4 requires
updating the TRIM agent.
TRIM source locations can now use the free text name for documents instead of the structured TRIM Name
Support for the AsdeqDocs Client API on Windows.
Mitigation of the POODLE SSL vulnerability. The AsdeqDocs server by default no longer offers SSLv3 as a protocol.
The Fileshare / SMB channel now better supports running against a distributed file share (DFS) when running on a windows server
Many bug fixes and minor improvements.

